
Listing Queen Pricing Formula  
 

Like any formula, you must have an understanding of the factors that go into the formula 
in order to use it most effectively. 

Those factors include:

Noticing the correlation between how a property shows (pics), days on market, list 
price to sold price, and description (tell you age of items in the home) 

You find the value differentials by studying the comps in 'your market'.  

Current (Sellers) market 

Avg SP  +  (Avg LP U/C 7 DOM-) + Presentation/Perception = List price 

2nd layer Break out the comps by Presentation Category (1-Amazing, 2- ok, 3- Poo Poo)    

  Avg SP(1) + Avg LP U/C 7DOM(1) + Presentation/Perception(1) = Avg LP is best LP 

   Avg SP(2)+ Avg LP U/C 7Dom(2) + Presentation/Perception(2) = Avg LP is best LP

  Avg SP(3)+ Avg LP U/C 7DOM(3) + Presentation/Perception(3) = Avg LP is best LP 

Narrowing down what you consider to be 'your market' as shared on the training 
Prioritizing reviewing 'your market' coming soons, newly actives, newly under 
contracts, newly closed properties 5 times per week to KNOW the market very well. 

Knowing the price differential of: 
finishes- i.e. original vs cosmetic (paint + hardware) vs full renovated kitchen/bath, 
hardwood floors vs carpet, etc.
number of bedrooms, number of baths (above ground vs basement) 
fence vs no fence 
fireplace vs no fireplace 
basement vs no basement 
carport vs 1 car , 2 car, 3+ car garage 
brick front vs vinyl siding 
etc. 



COMPS:

IN NEIGHBORHOOD

UNIQUE HOMES/NOT IN NEIGHBORHOOD/SUBDIVISION

People happily pay more for MOVE IN READY perception + they ask for 28% 
LESS on inspections. 

NAR survey: Only 17% of 2022 buyers felt they overpaid, 

Only 9% of 2021 buyers felt they overpaid.  

(83% felt they DIDN'T OVERPAY in 2022)

USE NEIGHBORHOOD COMPS 1st. (Go back til you find neighborhood comps)
THEN USE SIMILAR HOMES in AGE, SQ FT #,  BATHS/BEDS, GAR, BASEMENT - 1 MILE 
from subject property 
If don't get enough, go out 2 miles + continue until you have 3 comps in SOLDS, U/C 
and ACTIVE

USE AGE, SQ FT #,  BATHS/BEDS, GAR, BASEMENT, ACREAGE 1 MILE from subject 
property, go out 2-4 miles until you have 3 comps in SOLDS, U/C + ACTIVE 
GO BACK 60 days SOLD 1st. When you don't have enough, then add 30 days until 
you do.
When you don't have sold  or under contract comps in same PRESENTATION 
category as to how subject property will present when it's active, go back in time 
until you do.  Pricing HAS TO BE in line with HOW THE HOUSE PRESENTS!

It's in YOUR CLIENTS' best interest to STAGE or STYLE the home!  




